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 Given a social graph, the influence maximization problem (IMP) is the act of 

selecting a group of nodes that cause maximum influence if they are 

considered as seed nodes of a diffusion process. IMP is an active research 

area in social network analysis due to its practical need in applications like 

viral marketing, target advertisement, and recommendation system. In this 

work, we propose an efficient solution for IMP based on the social network 

structure. The community structure is a property of real-world graphs. In 

fact, communities are often overlapping because of the involvement of users 

in many groups (family, workplace, and friends). These users are represented 

by overlapped nodes in the social graphs and they play a special role in the 

information diffusion process. This fact prompts us to propose a solution 

framework consisting of three phases: firstly, the community structure is 

discovered, secondly, the candidate seeds are generated, then lastly the set of 

final seed nodes are selected. The aim is to maximize the influence with the 

community diversity of influenced users. The study was validated using 

synthetic as well as real social network datasets. The experimental results 

show improvement over baseline methods and some important conclusions 

were reported. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, online social networks (OSN) and their services have a direct effect on our daily life. People 

and organizations prefer using OSN (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, and Microblog) as a fast and easy medium for 

communicating and propagation of news, opinions, beliefs, and other types of information [1], [2]. OSN 

services allow individuals to create social relations such as friendship, through which they influence each 

other. Based on common interest and some other factors, the users of OSN and their social relations form a 

community structure, in which the similar users are densely linked to each other and loosely connected with 

other users [3]. In fact, the communities are usually overlapped since the people naturally belong and participate 

in multiple communities at the same time. The nodes (users) that belong to more than one community are 

known as overlapped nodes that play a critical role in information diffusion among the communities. 

A graph G = (V, E, W) is usually used to represent and visualize the social relations, where V is a set 

of nodes defines the individuals and E is a set of links (edges) represent the relationships among the nodes, 

while the weight W represents the relationships strength. Each edge is represented by 𝑒 = (𝑢, 𝑣)  ∈  𝐸 and 

𝑢 ≠ 𝑣, meaning the existence of a link between node 𝑢 and node 𝑣. The similarity in user interest and social 

influence encourages organizations and companies to exploit this medium (OSN) for maximizing the spread 
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of information related to their products. The influence maximization problem (IMP) was derived from the 

viral marketing, in which a product is given to some people for free in order to reach an expansive number of 

potential customers through the word-of-mouth impact [4], [5]. The influence maximization problem 

introduced and formulated by Kempe et al. in [6] and [7]. The problem is defined as finding a subset 𝑆 ∈  𝑉 

with the size of 𝑘 nodes from G, through which the diffusion of influence from seeds S will be maximized. 

Numerous researches and experiments  have been conducted  to solve the influence maximization problem 

by utilizing different solutions methodologies [8].  

In order to simulate the diffusion process, all the empirical studies utilize the information diffusion 

model like the independent cascade model (IC), linear threshold model (LT) and other derived models. In this 

work, the IC model is used in which the diffusion process unfolds in a step-by-step fashion. Briefly, given a 

directed graph represents a social network, the diffusion process begins from an initial active set of nodes 

where: at time t, each seed node u from the set of initially active nodes, has a single attempt to activate each 

of previously inactive successor neighbors 𝑣 ∈ 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑢);  with probability 𝑝𝑢,𝑣, where 𝑝𝑢,𝑣 ∈ [0,1]. If node v 

gets activated (switch to contagious node), then at time t + 1 it tries to activate the inactive neighbors. The 

process terminates when there are no more contagious nodes [9]. 

 In this paper, we propose a framework to solve the influence maximization problem with  

higher diversity in activated nodes over the communities. Diversity means “more nodes belong to more 

categories” [10]. The framework integrates both the community and heuristic based solutions, where it consists 

of three phases: first, the community structure is discovered and all the overlapped nodes are defined, in the 

second phase, a set of candidate seeds is generated, lastly, the final seed nodes are selected. To signify the 

importance of a node, the emphasis is on the overlapped nodes and the nodes with the highest centrality 

measure. The IC model has been used to model information diffusion in experiments on real and synthetic 

networks. The contributions of this work are summarized by the following: i) Propose an efficient framework 

to tackle the IMP with better running time and scalability; ii) Integrate both community-based and heuristic-

based solutions in one framework; and iii) Highlight the special role played by overlapped nodes to achieve 

community diversity of influenced users. 
 

 

2. RELATED WORK  

The independent cascade (IC) model and linear thresholds (LT) model are two seminal discrete 

influence propagation models [6]. Based on these two models, a variety of studies have been dedicated to 

address the IMP like [11]-[13], the aim is to select a limited number of nodes in social networks that could 

influence the maximum number of other nodes, summarized the recent works on IMP [5]. The study in [6], 

formulated the influence maximization as an optimization issue and demonstrated that the IMP is NP-hard.  

The “path-based influence maximization (PB-IM)” is one of the promising solutions of IMP. Since 

evaluating the influence process is #P-hard and hard to solve in polynomial time, the work [14] introduced a 

scalable parallelizable approximation algorithm, “independent path algorithm (IPA)”. IPA defines the 

influence evaluation unit as a path from a seed node to another node and demonstrates that influence paths 

are independent of each other. Then, the influence approximation process only requires a series of simple 

arithmetic of influence paths. If all influence paths are collected, the algorithm does not need more time to 

approximate influence diffusion. 

 Ko et al. [15] propose a hybrid influence maximization method, by combining two solution 

approaches the Path-Based and community-based influence maximization. The hybrid method intends to 

address the performance problems of a simple Greedy method at micro and macro levels. With the Greedy 

approach, running Monte-Carlo simulations and iteratively evaluating the influence dissemination of each 

node after each seed selection step, is fairly expensive and leads to significant computational overhead. In 

their work, two technical solutions were introduced to improve the performance of the seed selection process. 

Centrality measure indicates how significant a node has in the social graph. Consequently, centrality based 

approaches claim that the users with high centrality are more fortunate to be influencers [16]. Numerous 

researches followed this approach to tackle the influence maximization problem [17]-[19].  

Rahimkhani et al. [17] discover the community structure and use the betweenness centrality to 

distinguish the effective communities. The degree centrality was also used to select the set of candidate nodes 

from the influential communities. Finally, the proposed ComPath method finds the top-k most influential 

nodes. Despite the results that refer the ComPath reduces the number of investigated nodes by considering 

only the significant communities but still, it needs much processing time because all paths among the 

candidate nodes should be evaluated. In order to identify the top k influential nodes, Bozorgi et al.  [20] 

tackle this problem from a community-based perspective. They study the local influence of users inside their 

communities as well as the global influence. By considering both the local as well as global diffusion ability. 

The proposed method (INCIM) finds the list of nodes’ diffusion values per community. In their experiment, 

the SLPA algorithm was utilized to detect the graph communities and linear threshold model (LT) is used for 
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simulating the diffusion process. In spite of highlighting the role of community structure in solving the IMP, 

the work did not consider the overlapping of communities and ignored the semantic aspect. 
 
 

3. THE SOLUTION FRAMEWORK OF INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM 

This section details the proposed community-based IMP approach. As mentioned previously the 

framework comprises three phases: i) overlapping community detection, ii) candidate seed generation, and 

iii) seed selection. Algorithm 1 summarizes all these phases. 
 

3.1.  Overlapping community detection 

The community (module) is a subgroup of nodes (users) that are densely connected and loosely 

connected to the rest of the nodes in the graph [21]. The users of social platforms are naturally participating 

in multiple communities and rarely divided into disconnected groups, resulting in overlapped community 

structure. The community structure is a related term defined as a group of modules or communities that exist 

in the graph, and denoted as, 𝐶𝑆 = {c1, c2, c3, … , ck}, where CS stand for the community structure and 

c1, c2, c3, … , ck are the communities. For instance, in Figure 1, three communities are shown with different 

node colors as well as one overlapped node belong to c1 and c2, whereas community structure  

𝐶𝑆 = {c1, c2, c3}. Through literature study, we find that the embedded information within the community 

structures is of great usefulness in solving the IMP. The link density-based technique clique percolation    

(CPM) presented in [22] used to discover the community structure. The overlapped nodes are in turn 

identified by analyzing the outcome of the community discovering process. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. An example of community structure 
 

 

3.2.  Candidate seed generation 

After discovering the community structure, the aim here is generating a set of candidate seed nodes 

(SN) taking into account the relative importance of the nodes. Limiting a number of seeds in this set, is a 

crucial point in IMP since the social networks are extremely large and select seeds with maximal influence in 

such a huge search space is a real challenge. In light of this fact, it is important to significantly decrease the 

number of candidate seeds. To achieve diversity in activated nodes across the entire graph communities, we 

generate two candidate sets of nodes, primary and secondary sets. 

All the overlapped nodes are considered as a primary candidate set (prim_cand). As a secondary 

candidate seed, we chose from each non-overlapped community a node with highest degree centrality 

(secn_cand). Here the focus is on overlapped nodes because of the special role these nodes play in the 

information spreading process because they belong to a number of communities at the same time. These 

special nodes are considered as an interface among all the communities they belong to and provide more 

network connectivity which is very useful for solving the IMP. 

Definition 1: Overlapped Sets (𝑂𝑆): is a collection of distinct sets, each of which contains the 

overlapped nodes among different communities. We notify it as: 𝑂𝑆 = {𝑜𝑠1, 𝑜𝑠2, 𝑜𝑠3, . . . . , 𝑜𝑠𝑚} where 𝑜𝑠1 ∩ 

𝑜𝑠2 ∩ 𝑜𝑠3 .... ∩ 𝑜𝑠𝑚 = Ø and m is the number of overlapped sets. The primary candidate seed is defined as: 

𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑 =  {𝑜𝑠1 ∪  𝑜𝑠2 ∪ . . . .∪  𝑜𝑠𝑚}, where |𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑 | =  number of overlapped nodes in graph G. 
 

3.3.  The seed selection 

The third phase aims to select k nodes (from the candidate seed nodes) as final seed nodes (SN). 

This phase consists of two steps. In the first step, for each overlapped set (𝑜𝑠i) the degree centrality is 

calculated for all the nodes and the nodes are sorted accordingly. Then determine the number of nodes to be 

chosen as seed, where the number Ni is specified according to the size of the overlapped set (𝑛𝑖) to the total 

number of overlapped nodes in graph G ( |𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚_𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑 | ) (1). 
 

𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑖
= 𝑘 ∗

𝑛𝑖

∑ 𝑛𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1

          (1) 
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At the end of this step, 𝑁𝑖 top-degree centrality nodes are selected from each overlapped set (𝑜𝑠𝑖). 

In the second step of this phase, the diffusion process is initiated with seed selected from the first step and the 

number of influenced nodes is recorded. Then for each node U in the secondary candidate set, the diffusion 

process is repeated with exchange the node with the lowest centrality from the set generated in the first step 

with node 𝑈. When the dissemination process is stopped and according to the influence volume, node U can 

be kept as a seed instead of the overlapped node. 
 

Algorithm 1: Community based IMP 
1. Input: The Graph G(V, E, W); Number of seed nodes k 

2. Output: k seed nodes 

3. Sn ← {} //  empty seed set  

4. prim_cand ← {}         // the primary candidate set 

5. secn_cand ← {}          // the secondary candidate set 

6. max=0 

// 1: Community detection   

7. 𝐶𝑆 = 𝐶𝑃𝑀(𝐺)       // discover the community structure  {𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3, … , 𝑐𝑥} 

8. OS= {Overlapped Set from 𝐶𝑆}      // Definition 1 
9. NC= {Non-overlapped Communities from 𝐶𝑆} 

// 2: candidate seed generation 

10. For each osi  ∈ OS do 
11.      prim_cand = prim_cand ∪ osi      // generate primary candidate set 
12.       Find 𝑁osi

 // using equation 1     

13. End 

14. For each ci ∈ NC do 
15.      secn_cand= secn_cand ∪ {the node with  highest degree centrality in ci } 
16. End 

//3: Seed Selection 

17. For each node i ∈ prim_cand do  
18.      store the degree centrality of i 
19. End 

20. For each osi ∈ OS do  
21.      Sn= Sn ∪  {the top (𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑖

 ) degree centrality nodes from osi } 
22. End  
23. A (G) = ICSn(G)   // execute IC model with seed Sn , A(G) is set of activated nodes 
24. max=|A (G)|  

25. For each node U ∈ secn_cand do 
26.      Sn´ = SN ∖ {the node with the lowest degree centrality from Sn} 

27.      Sn´ = Sn´ ∪{ U } 
28.      A (G)= ICSn´(G)   // execute IC model with seed Sn´  
29.      If  MAX < |A (G)| then  
30.           MAX = |A (G)|  
31.           Sn = Sn´ 
32.      Else : 
33.                Continue 
34. End  
35. Output: the node in Sn. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To evaluate the proposed approach, the experiments were conducted on four datasets, two real-

world datasets, and the others are synthetic, Table 1 detail the statistics of datasets. To investigate the role of 

community structures in IMP, the synthetic datasets are formed to have the same number of nodes and edges 

but with different community structures. The datasets-meme tracker dataset [23], in this data, the websites 

and bloggers are considered as users. The data formed by tracking the diffused content (news stories & blog 

posts) from about one M sources. Digg dataset [24] contains data about stories that appeared on Digg's front 

page in 2009 over a period of thirty days. 

Community detection-using the CPM algorithm described in the introduction, the community structure 

is discovered for each dataset graph. Table 2 shows the result of the community detection process. In order to 

accomplish the candidate seed generation, information like overlapped nodes and nodes degree centrality is stored 

in a proper data structure. Figure 2 shows a sample of overlap communities discovered from the Digg dataset. 

IMP and diffusion model: the well-known independent cascade model (IC) is utilized following the 

steps of Algorithm 1. For each dataset, the model parameters are specified based on our previous works 

described in [25], [26]  and the diffusion process is initiated using the k seeds selected based on the proposed 

approach. For comparison purposes, we implement two baselines:  a random election of seeds in addition to 

the degree heuristic method (DH), which only selects the top-k largest-degree nodes as the seed nodes. The 

results (number of activated nodes) are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 shows that the proposed community-based approach outperforms the baseline method in 

terms of a number of node activation. In addition to the volume of diffusion, we note from the experiments 

that spread of information reaches almost 75 % of the communities, and it is an important result in terms of 

diversity. In contrast, the diffusion in the baseline approaches has affected nodes only in specific 

communities and did not unfold globally across the network. 
 

 

Table 1. The statistic of datasets 

Dataset Number of 

nodes 

Number of 

links 

Type 

MemeTracker 960 2000 directed 

Digg 2008 10333 
Syn_net 1 and 

2 

1000 5000 

 

Table 2. Results of overlap community detection 

Dataset Number of 

communities 

Number of overlap 

nodes 

MemeTracker 27 25 

Digg 398 584 
Syn_net 1 152 91 

Syn_net 2 78 40 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Sample of overlapped communities 

 

 

Table 3. Comparison results with baselines based on number of activated nodes 
Dataset Proposed framework Degree heuristic (DH) Random selection 

MemeTracker 230 187 49 

Digg 387 302 71 

Syn_net 1 283 160 66 
Syn_net 2 185 172 54 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

Discovering the community structure of the underlying network is of high importance in solving 

IMP. This intermediate step brings down the problem to the community level and improves scalability. 

Selecting overlap nodes as seed nodes to trigger the diffusion increases the number of activated nodes (as 

compared with baseline methods) across diverse communities. The work shows the efficiency of combining 

community-based solutions with a heuristic approach since the proposed method depends on the overlapped 

nodes that have a high score of degree centrality measure.  
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